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SUMMARY
Issues surrounding lineup fairness have been explored scienti®cally for over two decades. The
present study investigates the applied/external validity of this line of research. First, several
factors leading to bias in the construction of photo lineups are examined, and results of a
preliminary survey on current law-enforcement practices are presented. Several statistics that
have been developed to assess the fairness of lineups are reviewed and the application of these
techniques to lineups used in 18 criminal cases is discussed, including the mixed agreement that
sometimes occurs between estimates. Finally, we address the usefulness of lineup fairness
assessment for expert testimony in the courtroom, and the dilemma that may be faced by the
expert witness who is asked to testify by the defence. It is suggested that a useful and
empirically justi®ed index of overall lineup fairness can be created by combining a single
estimate of bias (Functional Size) and a single estimate of lineup size (Eective Size) into a
four-point index. Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

The `fairness' of a lineup is a crucial piece of information that is taken into account
when evaluating the likely validity of a disputed eyewitness identi®cation. The
concept of fairness may be encountered at the time of construction by lawenforcement ocers, or subsequently in court when the defence may raise it as an
issue of justice. Before the 1970s, the only way that lineup fairness could be assessed
was by `eyeballing' and making a purely subjective, global judgement. The ®rst
empirical test of lineup fairness was proposed by Doob and Kirschenbaum in 1973.
Since that time, several additional estimates of lineup fairness have been developed.
Much debate has surrounded the usefulness of these statistics, especially in relation to
their use by expert witnesses in actual cases. This paper will begin by reviewing factors
that introduce bias in lineups at the construction phase, and preliminary data on a
survey of current police procedures will be discussed. Following this, the empirical
assessment of fairness indices will be examined, after which we will describe the
application of these techniques to 18 criminal cases that involved disputed eyewitness
identi®cations. Finally, the dilemma faced by the expert witness will be addressed.
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THE CONCEPTS OF LINEUP SIZE AND LINEUP BIAS

In theory, a lineup is seen as fair to the suspect when it contains a sucient number of
distractors ( foils) who are similar in appearance to the general description of the
criminal (Doob and Kirschenbaum, 1973). Two dimensions of lineup fairness have
been proposed (Malpass, 1981; Malpass and Devine, 1983). First, the concept of
lineup size suggests that a lineup should be large enough that the probability of a
chance identi®cation of an innocent suspect is relatively low. In the USA lineups
containing six members (the suspect and ®ve foils) have generally been viewed as the
minimally acceptable lineup size. But not just any six-person lineup is of acceptable
size. It is critical that the ®ve foils be reasonably plausible alternatives for the choice
task (i.e. similar in appearance to the criminal's description). For example, if three of
the foils are so dissimilar from the prior description of the perpetrator that they do
not represent viable alternatives, then it is as if the eyewitness were in reality facing a
three-person lineup containing the suspect and the two remaining foils.
Lineup bias, in contrast, refers to the extent that the suspect is distinctive from the
other lineup members. Anything which causes the suspect to stand out from the other
lineup members compromises the validity of the lineup, as this distinctiveness may be
used by an uncertain eyewitness as a cue on which to base the identi®cation decision.
These can involve personal characteristics of the target as well as characteristics of the
lineup itself. Examples might include aspects of the suspect's physical appearance
(e.g. a blond suspect among ®ve dark-haired foils, a heavyset suspect among ®ve thin
foils, etc.), or of his photo (e.g. its size, texture, background). Any such factor that sets
the defendant apart from other lineup members in a systematic way compromises the
validity of the lineup.
One way to describe this issue is to distinguish between positive and negative bias.
Positive bias represents a situation in which the suspect is likely to be selected from the
lineup by an eyewitness even if he or she has a poor memory of the suspect, because
the suspect or his photo is distinctive in some way. Conversely, negative bias occurs
when the suspect is relatively unlikely to be selected by an eyewitness, even if the
eyewitness has a good memory of the event, because the other lineup members are so
similar to him (i.e. `clones'). Presumably, the lineup task will be most veridical as a
measure of memory when neither type of bias is present. Research to date has focused
most upon ways in which to assess the degree of positive bias in lineup construction,
administration, and assessment.
The concepts of lineup size and bias may also overlap with each other. For example,
if the suspect is the only lineup member who ®ts the description of the criminal, the
lineup is of inadequate size because the suspect is the only viable choice, in terms of
the description of the culprit. In a psychological sense, the size of this lineup is not six
members, it is one. From the eyewitness's perspective, this situation is akin to the
showup procedure wherein a suspect is shown alone to the eyewitness who is asked, `Is
this the guy?' US courts have consistently ruled that showups are impermissibly
suggestive because the chance of misidenti®cation is too great (Brigham, 1989).
CONTROLLING BIAS IN LINEUP CONSTRUCTION
The genesis of bias in any lineup is at the point of construction. Researchers have noted
many factors that appear to in¯uence the subsequent veridicality of a lineup
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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administration. As mentioned previously, optimal fairness would be represented in a
photo array consisting of neither positive nor negative bias toward the suspect. In other
words, what is desired is a `reasonable' test of the witness's memory for the target; a test
in which the suspect is neither too distinctive nor one of several `clones' in the array.
Investigator bias and the eect of race
One source of bias may involve the sentiments of the investigator in charge of the
case, as often it is this individual who constructs the photo array. While the
importance of creating an unbiased array is undoubtedly considered, pressures to
obtain a positive identi®cation from the witness may counter this notion, and thereby
in¯uence the degree of diculty created in the lineup. While there is no empirical
evidence as to the validity of this supposition, variation in the bias of lineups used in
real cases indicates the possibility of such a factor.
Additionally, law ocers' race appears to impact their evaluations of lineups in a
systematic way. In a study in which Brigham and Brandt (1992) asked ocers to rate
the `usefulness' of 23 lineups ranging on a continuum from fair to unfair, White ocers
found the lineups more useful as a whole (68 per cent of the time they were classed as
useful) than did Black ocers (56 per cent useful; z for proportions  3.86, p 5 0.001).
The eect of ocers' race was most evident on evaluations of Black lineups, which
were rated as useful more often by the White ocers (64 per cent of the time) than by
the Black ocers (49 per cent of the time; z for proportions  3.22, p 5 0.01).
This ®nding is somewhat consistent with an earlier ®nding by Brigham and Ready
(1985), who found that individuals made ®ner distinctions in evaluating lineups
containing members of their own race compared with lineups containing other-race
individuals. Both Whites and Blacks found it easier to locate `similar' foils for otherrace lineups than for same-race lineups, presumably because the `own-race bias' that
occurs in facial memory (Bothwell et al., 1989) had an eect here. The stereotypic
perception that `they [other-race persons] all look alike' apparently operates in lineup
construction as well as in recognition memory.
Recommendations for guarding against investigator bias in lineup construction
appear fairly straightforward. An investigator who feels a strong sense of immediacy
to obtain a positive identi®cation from an eyewitness should not participate in
construction of the photo array. Likewise, an ocer of the same race as the suspect
should construct the lineup to guard against the selection of dissimilar foils that may
occur in cross-race comparisons.
Further, as pointed out by Wells et al. (1998), the person who administers the
lineup should not know which lineup member is the suspect. Thus, in experimental
terms, a double-blind procedure should be used in which both the administrator of the
lineup and the eyewitness are unaware of whether the suspect is present in the photo
array. Such a procedure also appears to protect against `con®rmatory feedback' from
the person administrating the lineup, which Wells and Brad®eld (1998) have
demonstrated can dramatically aect a witness's reconstruction of the events and later
testimony regarding their identi®cation of the suspect.
Distinctivess of suspect
A second concern revolves around the issue of suspect distinctiveness. As noted by
Brigham et al. (1990), it can be an arduous task to assemble a lineup that contains a
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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suspect and an adequate number of fair foils. This task is made even more dicult
when the suspect is distinctive or unusual in appearance. Indeed, this situation
occurred in the Brigham et al. (1990) study, where the researchers were unable to
compose a fair lineup for one very distinctive target person.
In Neil v. Biggers (1972), one of a handful of US Supreme Court cases that created
case law on the utilization of eyewitness evidence, law ocers used a one-person
`showup' as the identi®cation task, rather than the usual six- or eight-person lineup.
The police claimed that they had earlier checked the city jail and the city juvenile
home for persons to serve as foils in a live lineup, but could ®nd no one at either place
®tting the suspect's unusual physical description. The US Supreme Court upheld the
conviction, ruling that while the showup procedure may have been suggestive, under
the `totality of circumstances' standard the victim's identi®cation of the suspect was
reliable and was properly allowed to go to the jury. Among the circumstances
enumerated by the Court was the fact that the victim earlier failed to make any
positive identi®cations from 30 to 40 photographs that comprised several photo
lineups and photo showups, and that she had expressed `no doubt' of the correctness
of her identi®cation from the ®nal live showup.

Target/foil similarity and bias
One ®nal issue involves the degree of similarity between lineup foils and the target. It
seems logical to assume that increasing the degree of target±foil similarity would
decrease the chance of positive bias towards the suspect (as de®ned earlier), but that
too much similarity would create negative bias, making the identi®cation task too
dicult. Interestingly enough, though, there is some evidence that increased target±
foil similarity may not increase negative bias. Laughery et al. (1988) reported results
from a study in which ®ve computerized foils were created by varying only one facial
feature from the original target. Results indicated that positive bias was still present
when using these high-similarity foils, as the target was chosen by mock witnesses as
the most `familiar' of the faces at a rate greater than chance. Similar results were
obtained using actual photographs of faces, in which the lineup was created by
matching foils to the suspect (Wogalter et al., 1992).
These results suggest that a positive bias, and not a negative bias, may occur from
creating a lineup in which the foils are very similar to the target. Alternative methods
to creating lineups in which foils were chosen based on similarities to both the target
and other foils produced signi®cantly less biased lineups (Marwitz and Wogalter,
1988; Wogalter et al., 1991, 1992). Based upon this evidence, Koehnken et al. (1996)
suggested that the similarity±fairness function appears to take on an inverted Ushape, such that both high and low extremes of similarity can create a positive bias.
Fairness lies somewhere in between, and probably, according to Koehnken et al.,
more toward the high-similarity end of the spectrum.
Luus and Wells (1991) argued for an alternative method in which foils should be
chosen based upon their similarity to the witness's description of the suspect, and not
the appearance of the suspect, per se. Such a method relies upon the knowledge the
witness held at the time of the incident while allowing for variation on features
unmentioned, later termed `propitious heterogeneity' (Wells et al., 1993, 1994). Luus
and Wells argued that a lineup which includes foils that dier on these unmentioned
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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characteristics would increase the likelihood of correct identi®cations while not
increasing misidenti®cations in a target-absent lineup.
However, Koehnken et al. (1996) pointed out several opportunities for error in the
use of this match-to-description procedure. First, descriptions of faces are notoriously
vague or exceedingly general, making the interpretation of the description a subjective
task. Furthermore, if a witness is unable to speci®cally describe characteristics of a
suspect, this may increase the chance that the description may be misinterpreted by
the ocer constructing the lineup. Another potential problem is the inclusion of foils
that ®t the description, but do not resemble the suspect in any way. Finally, complications may also arise if dierent eyewitnesses provide dissimilar descriptions of the
criminal (e.g. see Table 2). This would entail constructing a separate lineup for each
eyewitness's description, an additional step that law ocers might be reluctant to
take.
To compensate for the problems of using either method exclusively (i.e. matchingto-target or matching-to-description), Koehnken et al. (1996) argued for a two-part
procedure in which foils are ®rst selected on the basis of objective features that are
generally stated in the witness's description (i.e. height, weight, race, build, hair style,
etc.). Next, available foils meeting the ®rst criterion should be selected for lineup
membership based upon more subjective ratings of similarity. While foils that are
nearly identical to the target person should not be selected (thus avoiding what Luus
and Wells, 1991, labelled the `clone paradox'), those with `sucient similarity' should
be sought, such that no combination of features would make the target stand out
conspicuously from the other lineup members.
Current law-enforcement procedures
While a great deal of research has addressed the notion of proper construction techniques, no data are yet available on the actual procedures investigators use in daily
practice. To gather some preliminary data on this issue, we surveyed investigators
(N  27) in two urban police departments and one county sheri's department in the
state of Florida who create lineups for the cases on which they work. Ocers
responded to questions regarding their procedures in constructing photo lineups, and
their beliefs concerning an appropriate level of diculty for the eyewitness.
When asked `How many foils [in a six-person lineup] should there be that closely
resemble the suspect, in terms of facial similarity, for it to be a reasonable measure of
the witness's memory?' 67 per cent responded `®ve' and 22 per cent `four'. While
Brigham et al. (1990) contended that a lineup should contain a minimum of three
viable alternatives in a six-person lineup, Malpass (1981) argued for a more conservative criterion of ®ve acceptable members. Most investigators seemed to agree with this
more conservative approach.
When asked the source on which they usually relied to choose lineup foils, twothirds responded `the appearance of the suspect' and one-third used some combination of `the suspect's appearance and the witness's description' (the latter
procedure is consistent with what Koehnken et al., 1996, suggest). None relied solely
on the eyewitness's description, although some researchers (e.g. Luus and Wells,
1991) have argued that this would be the best procedure.
We also asked `When constructing a lineup, how dicult do you attempt to make
the identi®cation of the suspect?' Almost all respondents (96 per cent) responded 4 or
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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5 on a 7-point scale where 7 represented `very dicult'. Finally, in an attempt to gauge
feelings about a reasonable test of eyewitness memory, we asked `Hypothetically
speaking, if 100 witnesses with a good to very good chance at viewing the suspect were
presented a six-person lineup, what number should fail to identify the suspect for it to
be considered a reasonable assessment of the witness's memory?' Responses ranged
from 5 per cent to 80 per cent, with modal responses of 20 per cent and 10 per cent.
Hence, these law ocers appeared cognizant of the fact that, if a measure is to provide
a reasonable assessment of memory, there will be some associated `cost' (i.e. cases in
which an eyewitness does not identify the perpetrator when he is in the lineup).
This preliminary assessment of construction practices used by investigators in the
®eld suggests that they are somewhat sensitive to issues of lineup fairness. However, as
with any survey assessment, there remains the possibility that demand characteristics
may have in¯uenced individual responses. Additionally, it is yet undetermined
whether these issues are actually considered by investigators during everyday lineup
construction. Further training for ocers on the issues of lineup fairness, and
departmental adoption of the procedures discussed in this section, would greatly
improve both the precision and fairness with which suspects are identi®ed by an
eyewitness.
ASSESSING LINEUP FAIRNESS
Lineup size
The concept of lineup size is based on the premise that lineups should be large enough
to ensure that the probability of a chance identi®cation of an innocent suspect is low
(Malpass and Devine, 1983). A lineup's size is dependent upon the number of
`acceptable' members it contains (i.e. members who are similar in general appearance
to the suspect's description). To date, lineup fairness has most often been assessed on
the basis of responses from `mock witnesses' who have not observed the crime, but
who attempt to identify the target (suspect) from a lineup based solely on a description of the criminal's general appearance. A maximally fair six-person lineup would
be one in which mock witnesses selected the suspect and the ®ve foils equally often.
Assessments of lineup size, then, analyse how many lineup members were acceptable,
in terms of being selected relatively often by the mock witnesses (Table 1). However,
increasing the nominal size (number of members) of a lineup does not necessarily
reduce the risk of a false identi®cation of an innocent suspect, if additional lineup
members are not similar enough to the suspect to represent plausible alternatives
(Malpass, 1981). The relevance of lineup size for investigating eyewitness accuracy is
re¯ected in the two assessment techniques below.
Eective size technique
The Eective Size (ES) technique is based on the supposition that lineup foils who are
selected by mock witnesses at a level below that expected by chance are unacceptable
for inclusion in the lineup (Malpass, 1981; Malpass and Devine, 1983). In order to
obtain the ES of a lineup, the nominal size of the lineup is ®rst adjusted to re¯ect the
removal of any zero cells (members not chosen by any of the mock witnesses). The
chance expectation is then adjusted to re¯ect the new resulting nominal size. The
choice frequencies of those lineup members chosen by mock witnesses less often than
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Measures of lineup fairness

Measures of lineup size
(i.e. number of `good' lineup members)

Measures of lineup bias
(i.e. distinctiveness of suspect)

Eective Size (ES):
. Assumes that foils selected by mock
witnesses at below-chance levels are
unacceptable

Proportions technique
. Can use z for proportions to detect
deviations from expected chance rate of
selection
. Signi®cance aected by # of mock witnesses
. Also insensitive to addition to `bad' foils

Number of Acceptable Lineup Members
(ALM):
. Those lineup members selected at 75%
(or 50%, 25%, etc.) or more of chance
expectation by mock witnesses are seen as
acceptable

Functional Size (FS):
. Parameter estimation procedure:
#mock witnesses
#mock witnesses choosing suspect
Suspect bias:
. Similar to proportions technique, but uses
ES instead of nominal size as a basis for
calculation

expected by chance are subtracted from the adjusted chance expectation. The dierences are then summed, and divided by the adjusted chance frequency. The resulting
®gure is subtracted from the lineup's nominal size. A lineup is then considered fair if
the ES is equal to or greater than half the original nominal size of the lineup (Brigham
et al., 1990; Brigham and Pfeifer, 1994). Examples of Eective Size values of lineups
used in criminal cases are presented later in Table 2.
Number of acceptable lineup members technique
A potential disadvantage of the ES technique is that it may not be easily understood
by laypersons or judicial ocials because of its numerical transformations and
distance from the `raw data'. Hence, Malpass and Devine (1983) suggested that the
Acceptable Lineup Members (ALM) technique (also termed the Acceptable Foils
Technique ± Brigham and Pfeifer, 1994) better meets these criteria than does ES. The
ALM estimate is derived by counting the number of lineup members that were
selected by mock witnesses with a frequency that exceeds the chance expectation, or
exceeds some percentage of it. The minimum percentage of the chance expectation
that is considered acceptable may be based on value judgements or empirical
standards. Malpass and Devine (1983, p. 93) utilized three dierent levels (50 per cent,
75 per cent, 90 per cent of chance expectation) in their analyses. Brigham et al. (1990)
adopted a criterion of 75 per cent of chance expectation, in which case lineup
members chosen from a 6-person lineup by at least 13 per cent of mock witnesses
(0.75  0.17) would be acceptable.
Lineup bias
Even when a lineup has an adequate size, it still may be biased against the suspect in
that the suspect or his photo is distinctive in comparison to the other lineup members.
Lineup bias has been examined via several dierent estimates.
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Proportions technique
Doob and Kirschenbaum (1973) originally described an assessment of lineup bias
which compares the proportion of time the suspect is selected by mock witnesses with
the proportion of choices expected by chance alone (0.17 in a six-person lineup). If the
suspect were selected at a rate signi®cantly greater than chance (z-test for proportions), the lineup would be seen as biased against the suspect. Wells et al. (1979) noted
several limitations of this hypothesis-testing procedure. First, the likelihood of
obtaining a signi®cant dierence is aected by the number of mock witnesses as well
as by the magnitude of the dierence between the proportions. Thus, the larger the
sample of mock witnesses, the smaller the dierence needed to achieve statistical
signi®cance.
Second, the hypothesis-testing procedure is not sensitive to the addition of
irrelevant lineup foils. For example, if another four foils were added to a six-person
lineup, the expected proportion of mock witnesses who pick the suspect out of a tenperson lineup would be 0.10 (1/10). However, if the additional four foils did not draw
any mock-witness choices because they were not similar to the description of the
suspect, then the obtained proportion would be compared with an expected proportion of 0.10, rather than with the original proportion of 0.17. This would increase the
chances that a signi®cant dierence between proportions would occur and that the
lineup would be labelled unfair.
Functional Size
As a result of these potential problems, Wells and colleagues (1979) advocated the use
of a parameter estimation procedure that they labelled Functional Size (FS). FS is
derived by dividing the total number of mock witnesses by the number who chose the
suspect from the lineup. Both the FS estimate and the Proportions technique can be
seen as indicators of lineup bias, rather than lineup size, because they do not take into
account the distribution of foil misidenti®cations (Malpass, 1981).
Suspect Bias technique
In contrast, the Suspect Bias technique1 takes into consideration the overall distribution of foil choices, but uses the calculated Eective Size of the lineup, rather than the
lineup's nominal size, as the basis for calculating chance expectancies (Malpass and
Devine, 1983). From this perspective, a photo lineup is seen as biased if the observed
choice frequency for the suspect is signi®cantly dierent (z-test for proportions) from
the adjusted expected choice frequency (1/ES).
Sensitivity and discriminability of lineup fairness estimates
While the comprehensibility of a lineup fairness calculation technique is important,
the accuracy of the technique in assessing lineup fairness is also a crucial factor.
Brigham et al. (1990) asserted that fairness assessments should be evaluated in terms
of both their sensitivity and discriminability. Sensitivity refers to an absolute standard
of acceptability that is inherent in, or attributed to, a statistic. As such, the concept
involves the cuto point, in terms of the calculated size or degree of bias, at which a
1
Malpass and Devine (1983) called this the defendant bias technique, but we prefer suspect bias (cf.
Brigham and Pfeifer, 1994) which more accurately re¯ects the fact that when a lineup identi®cation is
attempted, the suspect has usually not yet been indicted, and hence, is not yet a defendant.
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given lineup should be classi®ed as unfair. Wells et al. (1979, p. 289) proposed that
researchers should not attempt to specify appropriate levels of sensitivity for fairness
indices, arguing that these value-related distinctions should be left to the courts.
However, other researchers (cf., Brigham et al., 1990; Brigham and Pfeifer, 1994;
Malpass and Devine, 1983) have suggested that appropriate levels of sensitivity can be
estimated. In contrast, discriminability has been de®ned as the ability of a lineup
fairness estimate to distinguish between lineups that are fair and those that are unfair,
as established by some independent criterion.
Empirical assessment of lineup size estimates
In order to assess the sensitivity and discriminability of lineup size estimates, Brigham
et al. (1990) created ®ve `selected' photo lineups (ostensibly fair lineups, as based on
ratings of high foil similarity to the target and on police judgements of foil
appropriateness) and ®ve less-fair `random' lineups (created by randomly matching
with each target photo ®ve foils that had been rated in the middle one-third of
similarity ratings). Results indicated that the Eective Size (ES) technique was able to
statistically discriminate between the selected ( fair) lineups and the random (less fair)
lineups, with the selected lineups showing higher ES values. The Acceptable Lineup
Members (ALM) technique, however, did not signi®cantly discriminate between the
selected and random lineups. Based on these results, Brigham et al. suggested that the
ES technique appeared to be the more useful size statistic.
In terms of sensitivity, Brigham et al. argued for a criterion that an acceptable ES
(denoting a fair lineup) should be more than half of the nominal size (i.e. greater than
3.0 for a six-person lineup). Four of their ®ve selected lineups and three of the ®ve
random lineups were classi®ed as fair by this criterion. Malpass (1981), however,
argued that a six-person lineup should have an ES of at least 5.0 in order to be
considered fair. According to this more stringent criterion, none of the ten lineups
would have been classi®ed as fair according to the ES estimate. The application of
these criteria to actual lineups will be discussed later.
Empirical assessment of lineup bias estimates
As with lineup size, Brigham et al. (1990) also investigated the appropriateness of
assessment techniques for evaluating lineup bias, utilizing the experimental paradigm
described previously. Both bias estimates, Proportions and Suspect Bias, were able to
discriminate between the selected and random lineups. In terms of sensitivity, the
Proportions statistic classi®ed three of the ®ve selected lineups as fair, while all ®ve of
the random lineups diered signi®cantly from chance expectancy. Overall, the
Suspect Bias was able to discriminate between the selected and random lineups.
However, subsequent analyses (see Table 2) have indicated that the Suspect Bias
measure does not have adequate sensitivity, an issue that will be addressed further in
the next section.
Based on this pattern of results, Brigham et al. (1990) concluded that the Proportions technique appeared to be the most useful estimate of lineup bias, showing
considerable discriminability and sensitivity. As discussed previously, however, with
this method the statistical signi®cance of a given dierence between proportions is
directly related to sample size (McNemar, 1969; Wells et al., 1979). Brigham et al.
(1990) used subsamples of 18 mock witnesses each in calculating proportions, ®nding
it to be both practical and somewhat reliable. Additionally, a signi®cant degree of bias
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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( p 5 0.05 by the z for proportions test) will be shown whenever the target person in a
six-person lineup is selected by at least 34 per cent of the mock witnesses, thereby
producing a Functional Size of 2.94 or less. In practical terms, this statistical criterion
could be approximated by using a Functional Size of 3.00 or less (N  18) as the
criterion for meaningful bias in a six-person lineup.
Relationship of fairness estimates to evaluations made by law-enforcement personnel
The use of mock witnesses's responses as a source of lineup fairness assessments is
often criticized by attorneys and law-enforcement personnel who fail to understand,
or decline to accept, the rationale underlying the various indices. These observers are
critical of a technique that utilizes respondents who have no expertise in lineups and
are not evaluating the entire lineup's acceptability in any direct way. In an attempt to
validate the use of these statistics, Brigham and Brandt (1992) constructed a sample of
lineups that could be evaluated by three sets of subjects performing dierent tasks:
college students acting as mock witnesses, and college students and law ocers
providing personal evaluations of the lineups.
A set of 23 photo lineups were created and categorized into one of three groups: fair
(eight lineups), moderately fair (eight lineups), and least fair (seven lineups). The law
ocers and students ®rst subjectively assessed the global fairness of each lineup and
then evaluated the acceptability of each of the ®ve foils on a 6-point scale. Finally, a
question designed to elicit `estimated proportions' scores was asked. Four general
types of lineup fairness indices were derived from the three samples: global fairness,
lineup bias (Proportions) and two estimates of lineup size (ES and ALM).
Across the 23 lineups, law-enforcement evaluators were signi®cantly more willing
to use the lineups than were the college-student evaluators. With respect to the
most central question, college-student mock-witness responses were predictive
(r(21)  0.42) of how law ocers subjectively evaluated the same lineups based on
the overall fairness estimate (a composite of the three mock witness indices). Two of
the mock witness estimates, Proportions and ES, were consistently related to fairness
indices derived from the other two samples. However, the other mock witness size
estimate, ALM, was not consistently related to the evaluators' responses. This is
consistent with results of Brigham et al. (1990) discussed earlier.
The overall pattern of results indicated that estimates of lineup fairness derived
when college students play the role of mock witnesses are related to direct evaluations
of lineup fairness made by people (law ocers or college students) who evaluate entire
lineups in a more straightforward manner. If one assumes that, on average, law
ocers' direct evaluations of lineup fairness are somewhat valid but subject to various
biasing in¯uences, then the moderate degree of relationship found by Brigham and
Brandt (1992) seems appropriate. That is, we would predict only a moderate
relationship if the samples are responding in terms of the same concept but are
aected by dierent types of external biasing factors.
THE LINEUP EXPERT'S DILEMMA: ESTIMATING FAIRNESS IN
REAL CASES
The validity and utility of lineup fairness estimates is more than an issue of purely
academic interest. For over two decades, some researchers have been utilizing these
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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estimates to assess the fairness of lineups used in actual criminal cases, and some have
tried to present their ®ndings to judges and jurors via expert testimony. Below we will
discuss several aspects of this contentious issue. We begin by analysing the applicability of these estimates to a set of 18 real cases, after which we present estimates of
the frequency with which such analyses have been admitted in court in the past, and
discuss the likely admissibility of such analyses in the future.
Estimating fairness of real lineups: 18 cases
How well do lineup fairness statistics apply to lineups used in actual criminal cases?
This is a dicult issue to assess, but we will present some data that are directly
relevant, based on the analyses of photo lineups (or, in two cases, photos of a live
lineup) that were used in 18 criminal felony prosecutions in the 1980s and 1990s
(Table 2). These were cases in which a defence attorney contacted one of us (JCB)
because the attorney felt that the identi®cation procedures in the case were
unsatisfactory. In 16 of the 18 cases there was at least one eyewitness identi®cation
of the perpetrator, totalling 23 eyewitness descriptions that could be used for matchto-description analyses. (One of those analyses involved two diering descriptions
given by the same eyewitness at dierent times.) In three cases two dierent lineups
were used by the police, so a total of 26 lineup fairness analyses, using the match-todescription paradigm, could be conducted across the 18 cases to assess lineup bias
(Proportions, FS, and Suspect Bias) and lineup size (ES and ALM).
In addition, lineup fairness was also assessed for all 20 lineups using a nodescription procedure in which mock witnesses were simply asked which person or
photo looked most distinctive or most dierent from the others. The employment of
`blind' witnesses provided us with an indication of whether a witness, in the absence of
a any memory for the suspect, would respond to the distinctiveness of the individual
( feature-based) or of the photo (lighting, odd markings, pose, etc.).
It should be stressed that these lineups are not presented as a representative sample
of lineups used in criminal cases. Presumably, they are located towards the unfair end
of the continuum, since the attorneys felt it desirable to seek out a researcher to assess
the lineup's fairness. That said, what do the lineup fairness indices tell us about these
lineups? One relevant question is whether the estimates show an appropriate degree of
sensitivity. If they are indiscriminant, such that all lineups are classi®ed as fair or as
unfair, then the statistics would not be useful in the criminal justice setting because
they would not distinguish between more-fair and less-fair lineups. Recall that
Brigham et al. (1990) argued that a lineup fairness estimate denotes a fair lineup when
the value of FS or ES is greater than half of the lineup's nominal size (greater than 3.0
for a six-person lineup), or when the ALM is at least half of the lineup's nominal size.
Statistical signi®cance of the z-test for proportions can be used as the criterion for
signi®cant bias according to the Suspect Bias index.
Under these criteria, the match-to-description analyses found that almost 60 per
cent were classi®ed as biased according to FS, but only 15 per cent were classi®ed as
biased according to the Suspect Bias statistic. Looking at size, 50±60 per cent of the
lineups were classi®ed as unfair due to insucient size according to the ES and ALM
indices. The no-description procedure yielded a somewhat dierent pattern. Here the
lineup bias estimates yielded a designation of unfair in only 5 per cent of the lineups
according to FS, and 35 per cent of the lineups according to the Suspect Bias
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Assessing the fairness of lineups used in actual cases
Estimates of bias

Case # Type of case

Appl. Cognit. Psychol. 13: S73±S92 (1999)

1

Murder

2

Murder

3

Murder

4

Murder

5

Bank robbery

6
7

Bank robbery
Armed robbery

8

Armed robbery

9

Armed robbery

10
11

Rape
Sexual assault

Assessment
task

Nominal
size

# of mock
witnesses

EW
EW
EW
ND
EW
ND
EW
EW
ND
CD
ND
EW
ND
ND
EW
ND
CD
ND
CD
CD
ND
ND
EW
ND
EW
ND

6 LIVE/C

18
15
16
29
66
28
16
17
64
58
89
43
28
46
31
34
22
34
47
46
33
88
12
30
12
30

1
2
3

6 B/W
1
2

6 B/W
6 B/W
7 COLOUR
7 B/W
6 B/W
6 B/W
6 COLOUR
4 LIVE/C
8 B/W
6 COLOUR
6 LIVE/C

Proportions
technique
0.50**
0.33
0.50**
0.38**
0.26
0.08
0.66***
0.44**
0.30**
0.66***
0.37***
0.53***
0.43***
0.17
0.23
0.15
0.41**
0.03
0.23
0.50**
0.15
0.53***
0.75***
0.41***
0.83***
0.33**

Estimates of size

Functional
Size

Suspect
Bias

# of ALM

2.00
3.00
2.00
2.64
3.94
14.00
1.52
2.27
3.37
1.53
2.70
1.72
2.33
5.75
4.43
6.80
2.44
34.00
4.27
2.00
6.60
1.89
1.33
2.45
1.20
3.00

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
bias*
ns
ns
bias*
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
bias***
ns
ns
ns
ns

3
4
3
4
4
1#
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
4
2
3
2
2#
4
2
3#
3
2
2
2
4

Eective
Size
2.89
3.33
3.50
3.86
3.87
2.07
2.75
3.71
4.03
2.69
3.62
1.81
4.36
3.52
2.97
2.91
2.36
2.74
4.66
2.61
2.58
3.76
1.75
3.04
1.33
3.44

Overall
fairness
index
1
2
2
2
4
3
1
2
4
1
2
1
2
4
3
3
1
3
4
2
4
1
1
2
1
2
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12

Sexual battery

13

Sexual battery

14

Sexual battery

15

Burglary and
assault

16
17

Lewd and
lascivious
behaviour

8 B/W
6 COLOUR
1a{
1b{

6 COLOUR
6 B/W
6 B/W
6 B/W

1
2
3

8 B/W

1
2

8 B/W

56
53
37
34
49
28
28
25
34
34
33
22
33
26
27
22
34
15
19
33

0.68***
0.04
0.73***
0.29
0.18
0.21
0.82**
0.88***
0.26
0.35**
0.06
0.32
0.09
0.19
0.37
0.18
0.03
0.07
0.16
0.24

1.47
26.50
1.37
3.40
5.44
4.67
1.22
1.14
3.78
2.83
16.50
3.14
11.00
5.20
2.70
5.50
34.00
15.00
6.33
4.13

2
3#
2
3
4
3
2
1
4
4
4#
2
1#
3
4
4
2#
5#
4
2

3.75
4.59
2.35
4.06
4.35
2.61
1.54
1.37
4.06
3.53
4.45
3.59
2.82
3.69
4.85
5.87
3.23
6.14
5.21
3.09

1
4
1
4
4
3
1
1
4
2
4
4
3
3
2
4
3
4
4
3
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Notes: Measures in bold denote an unfair lineup according to the criteria suggested by Brigham et al. (1990).
EW: eyewitness description; CD: composite description; ND: no description.
LIVE/C: coulour photograph of live lineup; COLOUR: colour photo array; B/W; black and white photo array.
ns: non-signi®cant degree of bias against suspect; ALM: Acceptable Lineup Members.
***p 5 0.001; **p 5 0.01; *p 5 0.05; #target was not an ALM; {two descriptions given by the same eyewitness.
Overall fairness index values (1  most unfair; 2  unfair; 3  somewhat unfair; 4  fair).

bias***
ns
bias***
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
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Burglary and
assault
Burglary

EW
ND
EW
ND
EW
EW
ND
EW
ND
EW
ND
EW
ND
EW
EW
EW
ND
EW
EW
ND
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Table 3.
`unfair'

Percentage of lineups used in actual cases classi®ed as
Match-to-description
paradigm (N  26)

No-description
paradigm (N  20)

Lineup bias
Functional Sizea
Suspect Biasb

58.8%
15.4%

35.0%
5.0%

Lineup size
Eective Sizec
# of ALMd1

50.0%
60.0%

40.0%
55.0%

a

Criterion  FS is half or less of the lineup's nominal size
Criterion  Statistical signi®cance of z for proportions test
c
Criterion  ES is half or less of the lineup's nominal size
dCriterion  # if ALM is less than half of the lineup's nominal size
1ALM: Acceptable Lineup Members
b

technique. The no-description analyses found lineups to be of insucient size 40 per
cent of the time according to the ES estimate, and 55 per cent of the time according to
the ALM estimate (Table 3).
If we look at the degree of agreement for the fair/unfair dichotomous classi®cations, a somewhat dierent picture emerges. The two bias estimates yielded dierent
categorizations almost half the time for the match-to-description analyses and about
one-third of the time for the no-description analyses. On the other hand, the degree of
agreement in fairness categorizations between the two size estimates (ALM and ES)
was considerably greater, with 80±90 per cent agreement across the cases (Table 4).
The lack of agreement between the two estimates of bias was mostly a re¯ection of the
fact that the Suspect Bias statistic was much less sensitive to lineup unfairness than
was Functional Size, as illustrated in Table 3. It appears that when a given lineup's
size is relatively low (i.e. less that half its nominal size), chance frequency increases
such that the proportion of mock witnesses selecting the suspect must be extremely
high (i.e. 50±60 per cent) to yield a signi®cant z for proportions dierence.
What about agreement across the fairness estimates: did two statistics relevant to
lineup size (ES and ALM) and an estimate of lineup bias (Proportions, on which FS is
based) yield roughly equivalent scores across the set of lineups? (The Suspect Bias
Table 4.

Within-linup agreement for estimates of lineup size and lineup bias
Lineup bias statistics
(FS and SB)

Lineup size statistics
(ES and ALM)

Lineup fair
Lineup unfair Lineup fair
Lineup unfair
(both)
Mixed
(both)
(both)
Mixed
(both)
Match-to-description
paradigma
No-description
paradigmb

38.5%

46.2%

15.4%

46.2%

11.5%

42.3%

65.0%

30.0%

5.0%

40.0%

20.0%

40.0%

Notes: a26 analyses; b20 analyses.
FS: Functional Size; SB: Suspect Bias.
ES: Eective Size; ALM: Number of Acceptable Lineup Members.
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table 5. Relationship (correlations) between measures
of lineup size and bias
Eyewitness's description used
Actual cases: 26 descriptions
Eective Size
ÿ0.77***
±

Proportions
Eective Size

# of ALM
ÿ0.76***
0.80***

Research-created fair and less-fair lineups:
23 lineups and descriptions (Brigham and Brandt, 1992)
Eective Size
ÿ0.83***
±

Proportions
Eective Size

# of ALM
ÿ0.80***
0.85***

No description used
Actual cases: 20 lineups
Proportions
Eective Size

Eective Size
ÿ0.07
±

# of ALM
ÿ0.04
0.59***

Note: *** p 5 0.001; # of ALM: number of Acceptable Lineup
Members.

technique does not yield an equivalent score that can be correlated with the others.)
As illustrated in Table 5, correlational analyses indicated that the answer is `yes' when
the match-to-description procedure was used, but `no' when the no-description
format was utilized. The three estimates correlated strongly with each other (r's above
0.75) across the actual cases and also across the 23 made-for-research lineups used by
Brigham and Brandt (1992), when descriptions were used. Under the no-description
procedure, however, the bias estimate (Proportions scores) was not signi®cantly
related to the two size estimates, ES, r(20)  ÿ0.07, and the ALM score,
r(20)  0.04. Because the Proportions score focuses solely on mock witness responses
to the target person (bias), while the other two indices evaluate responses across all
the lineup members (size), it is entirely possible for a lineup to appear fair in terms of
Proportions because few mock witnesses chose the target person, but unfair in terms
of ES and ALM because responses focused mostly on one or two other lineup
members.
Given that size and bias statistics assess dierent features of a lineup, how should
these estimates be used together in coming to an overall forensic evaluation of a
lineup's worth? Ideally, a lineup should be both of sucient size and without bias.
But, from the perspective of the accused, positive bias is the most critical issue. If the
lineup is positively biased (i.e. the suspect is distinctive in some way) then it will
probably be de®cient in size as well ± this was the case for 52 per cent of the lineups
that were assessed as positively biased in Table 2. For the remaining 48 per cent of the
biased lineups, one would still argue that the lineup is fundamentally unfair to the
suspect, even though insucient size itself was not a problem. But what about lineups
that have inadequate size but are not positively biased, because mock witness choices
were focused not on the suspect but on one or two lineup foils (e.g. Case 18 based on
the eyewitness's description, and Cases 2, 8, 16, and 17 based on no-description in
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table 2)? It is less clear what one might argue in this situation. The lineup is not ideal
in that there are less than three viable choice options, but the suspect is not one of the
viable choice options, according to the pattern of mock witness responses.
It seems to us that overall lineup fairness may best be estimated by combining size
and bias estimates. Given that bias appears to be the most important factor, the order
from most unfair type of lineup to fair would be: most unfair ± both positive bias and
inadequate size; unfair ± positive bias only; somewhat unfair ± inadequate size only;
and fair ± no bias and adequate size. In order to utilize such a scale, one would need to
specify a single bias statistic and a single size estimate. We suggest the use of
Functional Size as the estimator of bias; it does not rely on sample size as the
Proportions statistic does, and it has greater sensitivity than the Suspect Bias statistic.
As a size estimator, we suggest the use of Eective Size, which previous research
(Brigham and Brandt, 1992; Brigham et al., 1990) found to be a more discriminant
tool for detecting unfairness due to size than was the ALM. A potential disadvantage
of ES is that it is not easily understandable to laypersons and could prove confusing if
an expert attempted to explain it in detail to a judge or jury (cf. Malpass and Devine,
1983). Nevertheless, Eective Size appears to be the most appropriate estimator of
lineup size based upon its statistical properties.2 Utilizing these two estimates, FS and
ES, produces the overall fairness categorizations in the far-right column of Table 2.
In multiple-eyewitness cases, where there is more than one description on which
mock-witness judgements can be based, there is the possibility that overall fairness
evaluations may dier depending on which descriptions the mock witnesses are given.
Four of the cases (1, 3, 17, and 18) in Table 2 involved more than one eyewitness's
description. In two of these cases the overall fairness estimate was the same regardless
of which description was analysed, while Case 3 yielded somewhat dierent estimates
in the degree of unfairness (very unfair; unfair). The only major between-witness
dierence involved Case 17, which yielded estimates of unfair, somewhat unfair, and
fair depending upon which of the three descriptions was used.
Comparing the match-to-description estimates with estimates from the nodescription format, it is evident that a lineup may be judged unfair by both sets of
analyses (e.g. Cases 1, 4, 5, and 11), or fair by one set of analyses but not the other.
Interestingly, in no cases was the lineup categorized as fair by all the analyses.
Focusing on a single estimate of bias (FS) and a single estimate of lineup size (ES)
allows one to derive a meaningful overall estimate of lineup fairness. In contrast, if
one attempts to assess all ®ve proposed estimates of lineup fairness that are listed in
Table 2, the situation becomes much more murky. For example, for Case 1 which
involved three eyewitnesses who gave diering descriptions, all four analyses
indicated signi®cant unfairness (bias) in terms of FS, but none in terms of Suspect
Bias. Turning to lineup size, only one of the four analyses indicated unfairness in
terms of ES, and none of the four analyses indicated unfairness insofar as the ALM
was concerned. What could a scientist or expert witness legitimately conclude about
the fairness of such a lineup? Or consider Case 17: the lineup is classed as fair by all
2
It is not the duty of the scienti®c community to choose statistical measures that are easiest for laypersons
to comprehend. Rather, they should be chosen on a basis of fundamental reliability and validity. If ease of
comprehension were the standard, DNA evidence, which has been considered quite confusing to some
jurors, might not be admitted into evidence. We contend that as long as the ultimate goal of the statistic is
made clear to the jurors, that of determining fairness due to size, the method of calculation is less relevant.
When ES is used as a step towards obtaining a single, global fairness estimate, the details of its calculation
may not seem as great an issue.
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four statistics when the third eyewitness's description is used, fair in three quarters of
the analyses using eyewitness #2's description, but fair in only two of the four analyses
when eyewitness #1's description was used. Case 14 provides an instance in which
using two descriptions given by the same eyewitness at dierent times produced
somewhat inconsistent outcomes (see also Corey et al., this issue).
Lineup fairness analyses of the 18 actual cases listed in Table 2 produced consistent
outcomes for most of the cases. Based upon this non-random sample of 18 cases, it
appears that in some cases, lineups are so unquestionably fair or unfair that they will
be classi®ed clearly, regardless of which of the fairness indices are used. If the
researcher wishes to present these analyses to the court via expert testimony or
adavit, the expert's task seems relatively straightforward. But vexing issues remain
when analyses of a case yields mixed results, as in Case 17. Should the expert report
the inconsistent data and let the attorney, judge, or jury decide how to interpret it? Or
should the expert decline to testify on the grounds that the data are too inconsistent
from a scienti®c perspective, or because the resulting testimony would be confusing
and unhelpful to jurors (thereby violating the `helpfulness' prong of the Federal Rules
of Evidence and many state evidence standards)? It seems likely that if such expert
testimony is proered before a judge, the judge will be less likely to admit it at trial if
the results are inconsistent.
Current practice in applying lineup fairness indices
It has been widely documented that courts in most jurisdictions in the USA are
usually unwilling to admit expert testimony from researchers concerning the accuracy
of eyewitness evidence (e.g. Brigham, 1989; Cutler and Penrod, 1995; Lipton, 1996).
While there is documentation that such expert testimony has been admitted in
hundreds of cases over the past 25 years (Fulero, 1993, unpublished manuscript;
Kassin et al., 1989), the general consensus is that such admission is unlikely, except in
a few jurisdictions (e.g. the states of Washington, Alaska, Arizona, California, and
Ohio) in which appellate courts have ruled that exclusion of such testimony is an
abuse of judicial discretion under some circumstances.
In order to get a crude estimate of the frequency of acceptance of such expert
testimony, we conducted an informal survey of 11 of the leading eyewitness memory
researchers in the USA and Canada, asking them to estimate the number of cases in
which an attorney had attempted to have their testimony admitted before a jury at
trial, and the number of times it had been admitted. The pattern of responses was
bimodal, seeming to depend largely on the state or judicial district in which the expert
worked. Three experts said that they had testi®ed in one hundred or more cases, and
estimated that their testimony had been accepted 75 per cent or more of the time. In
contrast, seven other experts, also leading researchers, reported that their proposed
expert testimony had been permitted at trial only occasionally ± individual estimates
ranged from 1 per cent to 35 per cent of the time.
Turning speci®cally to lineup fairness estimates, we also asked the experts to
consider the cases in which they had consulted with an attorney about disputed
eyewitness evidence, and to estimate the percentage of these cases in which they
gathered mock witness data to assess the fairness of the lineup(s) used. The estimates
ranged from 2 per cent to 60 per cent of the cases, with a median of 15 per cent across
experts. We also asked them to consider all the cases in which they had attempted to
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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deliver expert testimony about eyewitness memory at a pretrial evidentiary hearing or
at trial in front of a jury, and to estimate the proportion of times that this testimony
included, or would have included, data on mock witness-based lineup fairness
estimates. Responses varied widely here as well. Most experts reported that this data
was almost never a part of their expert testimony. The median percentage of cases in
which experts testi®ed about eyewitness memory and also presented mock-witnessbased lineup fairness data was 8.5 per cent for pretrial hearings, and 3 per cent at trial.
Hence, although many psychologists have spent a great deal of time and eort in
developing these statistics and speculating about their relevance and utility for actual
cases, it appears that they are almost never presented in the courtroom.
CONCLUSION
In terms of lineup construction procedures, some of the investigators we surveyed
reported behaviours consistent with Koehnken and colleagues' (1996) suggestions
in which some combination of a match-to-description and match-to-appearance
strategy was used. They also appeared somewhat cognizant of biasing factors in the
construction of photospreads. However, the majority of construction methods
utilized diered from the manner in which researchers later attempt to assess the
validity of the lineup. This may account for some of the dierences across lineup
fairness estimates demonstrated both in the current data and in previous studies. For
example, we have seen that dierent eyewitness's descriptions sometimes produced
dissimilar patterns of mock witness responses (and subsequent fairness categorizations) across the same lineup. Were a match-to-description strategy used when
constructing the lineup, as suggested by Luus and Wells (1991), such diculties
should be eliminated when later assessing the fairness of the lineup with the match-todescription technique. On the other hand, if one were to employ a match-toappearance strategy (as do the majority of those investigators we surveyed), then
alternative procedures for assessing the fairness of the lineup may need to be explored,
so as to avoid inconsistent ®ndings for a single lineup.
Jurors and judges are faced with a dicult task when they are asked to assess the
fairness of a lineup at trial. In the vast majority of occasions, this judgement is made
on a purely subjective basis. Most often, the triers of fact may listen to a defence
attorney's arguments regarding the lineup's purported unfairness (in the attorney's
opening or closing statements), and may be given a brief look at the set of photos used
by law-enforcement ocials. However, they are given no further guidance in
estimating the fairness of the lineup. As we have noted, expert testimony that might
provide the court with a scienti®cally based frame of reference for making this
dicult judgement is seldom admitted by trial judges in most jurisdictions. Further,
even in cases where such expert testimony is admitted, experts seldom present the
results of an empirical analysis of the lineup's fairness. Does this puzzling state of
events mean that mock witness-based lineup assessments are seen (by researchers or
by judges) as irrelevant to actual criminal cases? Are the defence attorney's protestations and a quick `eyeballing' of the photospread the only information jurors need to
accurately assess the fairness of a lineup? We think not.
For example, many of the cases from the current data set (e.g. Cases 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10,
11, and 13 in Table 2) provide clear empirical evidence of overall unfairness: positive
Copyright # 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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bias and inadequate size. Such information could be presented to jurors in a way that
gives them additional (helpful) information with which to evaluate that lineup. We
suggest that an overall fairness evaluation, based on the concepts of Functional Size
and Eective Size (but not Suspect Bias or number of Acceptable Lineup Members),
can be presented meaningfully to judges and jurors, provided the expert is given the
latitude to explain the fairness estimates carefully.
In contrast, some cases (e.g. Cases 2, 6, 16, and 18 in Table 2) yielded data that the
lineup was basically structurally fair. This information would be valuable to jurors as
well, although it is unlikely to reach them since the research was probably commissioned by the defence, and in such a case, the defence attorney is unlikely to call the
researcher as an expert witness. If the researcher is called, the defence attorney is
unlikely to ask the expert about lineup fairness analyses.
Most courts have taken a negative stance towards admitting expert testimony about
eyewitness memory in general. Several experts told us that they seldom or never tried
to present empirical evidence about lineup fairness because they believed that judges
would be even more sceptical towards this type of testimony than towards more
general testimony. However, it is not clear that this would necessarily be the case,
particularly if an understandable empirically based and conceptually justi®ed overall
estimate of fairness is employed. Courts have often rejected general expert testimony
on the basis that it would cover material already thought to be within the `common
knowledge' of jurors. However, it may be that empirically based lineup fairness
information would be less susceptible to this criticism if it seeks to provide assistance
to the court for those cases in which fairness analyses had shown the lineup to be
unambiguously unfair or fair.
In any event, it seems to us that it remains an important quest to extend and clarify
the conceptualizations of lineup fairness, to further develop and re®ne methods of
lineup construction, and to seek assessment techniques that provide conceptually
justi®ed and empirically sound estimates of lineup fairness. If assessment techniques
can be developed that provide consistent estimates of fairness, coupled with
appropriate degrees of sensitivity, discriminability, and ease of understanding to
laypersons, psychology may be able to furnish the courts with worthwhile testimony
that would ensure a greater measure of protection against unfair practices in the use
of eyewitness evidence.
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